ISPOR Bosnia and Herzegovina Chapter, under its mission and scope oriented towards increasing the understanding and knowledge of pharmacoeconomic implementation and practical application in real life settings is working on translating the TDD book into the languages spoken in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Bosnian, Serbian, and Croatian). This is an additional publication to the already translated ISPOR Book of Terms, which will cover the area of medical (therapeutic devices) assessment and evaluation since these products are mainly out of the evaluation process and focus when considering public funding and expenditure. An additional benefit is that this book will be applicable not just for practitioners and decision makers, but will also provide reference and information source for students in Bosnia and Herzegovina, addressing current lack of literature available in local languages. Our translation team, validators and all contributors are proud to announce the publication of this book by the end of 2014, and we use opportunity to thank all supporters and ISPOR in giving us the opportunity to expand ISPOR mission and vision. – Tarik Catic, President, ISPOR Bosnia-Herzegovina Chapter.